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Don Jalton – A Forgotten Pioneer of Atomic Theory
E.T. Mork,A J.F. MindyB and A.N. El BatsnocC*

Abstract: Don Jalton Jose Jesus de Manchester y Birmingham (1730-1800) was an expatriot Spanish scientist and polymath who developed
an atomic theory predating that credited to Dalton. He also developed an early periodic table and anticipated the splitting of the atom.
Jalton can claim to be the real originator of modern chemistry. This article explores the life of a forgotten chemical pioneer.
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1. Introduction
Shortly before his untimely demise, the philosopher Diego
Zapeo Matata made a voluntary confession to the Spanish
Inquisition and stated:

with them through thick and thin. It is thought that Voltaire was
thinking of Jalton when he wrote:
Quand je veux un cochon mariné, je pense toujours au bouffon
et au paresseux Monsieur J.4

No fui yo
Joder, eso duele
Fue ese bastardo de Jalton quien hizo lo que sea
This article is about Don Jalton Jose Jesus de Manchester y
Birmingham, “the bastard who did it”.1
There have probably been previous publications about Don
Jalton Jose Jesus de Manchester y Birmingham (pronounced
Halton). However, we could not be arsed to perform a literature
search and consider these unlikely to be of sufficient depth and
obscurity to cite. A rigorous iPhone Google search revealed no
Twitter or Facebook account linked to Don Jalton.
The aim of this article is to bring Jalton to the attention of
modern scientists, to amplify our research output in an
assessment year and to establish our academic credentials by
the liberal use of foreign quotations, without consideration of
relevance or accuracy.
I maiali blu non mi interessano
2. A brief biography
Don Jalton Jose Jesus de Manchester y Birmingham was born
out of wedlock near Toledo about 1730. His subsequent
sobriquet “That bastard Jalton” probably refers to the
circumstances of his birth. His mother was a village “wise
woman” and his father was unknown.2 His early interest in
science was awakened by his mother’s experiments, inspired by
those of Galileo, demonstrating that a baby fell faster than a
pillow of the same weight. The battered and bruised young
Jalton recovered from these experiments but was left with a
lifelong fear of bed linen, feathers, and tall buildings. His
intellectual capacity and knowledge were early recognised, and
he left his village school at the age of seven with a
commendation from the priest “This child cannot be taught
anything”.
The young Jalton joined a travelling Commedia dell'arte group
(figure. 1), where he learnt their stock in trade and a prodigious
ability to consume alcohol and food.3 The group travelled widely
in Spain, Italy and France and, despite their often leaving
without warning in the early hours of the morning, Jalton stuck
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Figure 1: Four Commedia dell’Arte Figures by Claude Gillot. None of
these are images of Don Jalton.

Jalton experienced an intellectual and spiritual renewal when
the group toured Northern England. He subsequently wrote
“On experiencing the fubtlety of the mellifluous language, the
delicacy of the cuifine, the benign weather, the politeneff of the
everyday folk and the uncommon beauty of the women, I
decided to make this place my home”. After 1745, he never left
England, residing in Manchester and for the last years of his life
in Birmingham. Attempts to visit colleagues in France or Spain
were declined for bureaucratic reasons; for example,
Maximilien Robespierre wrote in 1786:
Si cet homme tente de se rendre en France avec un mandat
royal, je détruirai la monarchie et tout ce qu'elle représente.
In Manchester, Jalton made little impact on the intellectual and
literary firmament, although his complaints about the effects of
the “stinking piss-waters” of Manchester on his evening glass of
whisky might have influenced Priestley and Thomas Henry in
the production of soda water. Nevertheless, we are confident
that Jalton made significant strides in the development and
understanding of chemical science in his lonely and individual
way. His atomic theory from the late 1780s was a masterpiece
and his subsequent ordering of elements into a table preempted the plagiarism of Mendeleef by almost a Century.
Little is known of his Birmingham days, and the persistent
rumour that he was one of the founders of the Lunatick Society
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seems to be based upon a misinterpretation of a 1798 parish
record “And on this day, Mr. Jalton was confined with his
menagerie to the Lunatic place”. What was meant by his
menagerie is unknown and will be the subject of the
forthcoming fourteen parts of this series.
3. The atomic theory
How Jalton developed his atomic theory is unclear. The lack of
any contemporary documentation or manuscripts from Jalton
make it exceptionally difficult not only to know how he arrived
at an atomic theory, but also what exactly he proposed. To date
no manuscript attributed to Jalton, printed or handwritten has
been identified. Indeed, Priestley was probably referring to
Jalton in his well-documented outburst at the Royal Society “Am
I always to be surrounded by illiterate louts and jugglers?” If so,
then the reference to jugglers immediately brings to mind an
atomic model based on spherical atoms.
If this were the case, it can be immediately discerned that the
theory came from Jalton’s experience at the Commedia where
he would regularly have seen prestidigitators and jugglers
performing their acts with skittles and cork balls. It then
becomes obvious that atoms repel each other in the same way
that billiard balls fly apart on the beize. It follows from this, that
Jalton’s atoms must have been spherical as cubic, pyramidal or
other shapes would not have rolled.
His use of the juggling analogy was pure genius as it cemented
the link between his “modern” atomic theory and the classical
world. The Egyptian tomb painting shown in Figure 2 can be
depicting nothing less than an adept teaching the relationship
between spherical atoms of Earth, Air, Fire and Water.
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4. Jalton’s periodic table and elemental symbols
Jalton’s claim to the discovery of the periodic table is very
strong and relies upon notes taken at a lecture that he
apparently gave in 1790. The notes from an anonymous student
are written under the heading “Doctor don Jalton” read “What
a load” and “O F B Al L S”. The first comment clearly refers to
the quality and quantity of material presented by Jalton, but the
latter is even more interesting. This is obviously about two
separate groups of elements identified by Jalton. The sequence
“O F” obviously refers to the arrangement of oxygen and the
then undiscovered element fluorine in order of their
electronegativities. The second series illustrates Jalton’s
mathematical genius and demonstrates not only his priority
claim for the isolation of aluminium and lithium (that he
represented with the single letter symbol L) but also the
arrangement of elements according to their properties. Boron,
aluminium and lithium have three, three and one valence
electrons respectively. These add up to seven, which is exactly
the number of valence electrons possessed by sulfur, which
Jalton believed to be a halogen. These notes also establish that
Jalton was using alphabetic symbols to represent elements well
before these were conventionally introduced by Jöns Jacob
Berzelius.
We are given further insight into Jalton’s periodic table in the
same anonymous set of lecture notes (Fig. 3). With his unique
chemical insight, he arranged the elements alphabetically. We
clearly see the arrangement also parallels the chemical
properties. For example, in the first column, we observe a trend
in the valency from 3 in A, to 2 in D and 1 in Li. Note that Jalton
clearly believed that lime contained monovalent calcium, a
suggestion that deserves reinvestigation with modern
techniques. He also clearly predicts that strontium is zerovalent, a magnificent achievement at the time. Note that he also
leaves gaps in his periodic table for elements still to be
discovered, as did Mendeleef when he copied his work a
Century later and places the elements silver and gold (money
and more money in his notation) into a transition metal series.

Figure 2: Egyptian scientists demonstrating Jalton’s atomic theory.

It is not too great a leap to postulate that following Jalton’s
development of a theory of spherical atoms, he envisaged
diatomic molecules as skittle-shaped objects with a solid force
between the constituent balls. Indeed, a related theory
developed in South America in which spherical atoms were
connected by energy cords – this “bolas theory” can be seen as
the origin of modern string theory.
Unlike later atomic models, in which atoms were surrounded by
the essence of heat (caloric), Jalton’s was evidently based much
more on his real-life experiences. Our own observations show
that fire is flighty, destructive and rises, so how can it possible
hold atoms together? Jalton’s genius, possibly inspired by the
ice in his whisky and soda, was to postulate that atoms were
held together by cold. Not only was ice hard, allowing ice cubes
to undergo elastic collisions, but also when two are brought into
prolonged contact, they stick together. In this flash of genius,
Jalton not only established a viable atomic theory, but also gave
a physical basis for the (yet to be discovered) gas laws.
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Figure 3: A reconstruction of Jalton’s periodic table from a set of now
lost lecture notes. In his alphabetical system A was nitrogen (from
azote), Br was copper (from brass or bronze), D for zinc (unknown
provenance), He for lead (heavy), I for iron, L for lithium, Li for lime, M
for magnesia, Me for mercury, Mo for silver (money) and Momo for gold
(more money), Pl for platinum, Po for potash, So for soda, St for
strontium, W for water, and Y for yttrium.

There appears to be no evidence to support the fanciful claims
that he discovered the alphabetical arrangement of elements
while dreaming of snakes.
5. Splitting the atom
Sometime in the late 1790s, Jalton returned to his atomic
theory. He was apparently intrigued by the phase transition of
tin at low temperatures, although his premature demise meant
that he could not rejoice in images of Napoleon’s troops
struggling naked in the Russian campaign. He recognised that
this change was associated with the cold that held the atoms
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together. It was obvious that if cold held the atoms together,
that bond would only be strengthened by cooling, so the
transition could not be due to bond-breaking or changes in
interatomic forces. He could only have postulated that the
observed changes were due to the splitting of tin atoms, which
by then he had denoted Sn), into what he might have called
Other stuff (symbol Ot). Here we see that he clearly predicted
the splitting of the atom and presented the first example of the
SnOt nuclear transformation. If he had lived longer, we are
convinced that he would have established the basics of nuclear
fusion and fission.
6. Jalton’s death and legacy
Apparently, Dalton drowned in the same pond from which the
upstart pseudochemist John Dalton collected methane. His
death was unreported in the national press and his burial site is
unmarked. To the end he remained a modest and lonely man,
with his passing unremarked and unlamented by the literary or
scientific society. His life was a model of the modern-day creed
for tourism “Take only memories, leave only footprints”. In his
case, he left neither memories of his achievements nor
footprints in history. We hope that this article redresses that
balance.
7. Conclusion
Don Jalton can justly claim to have discovered atomic theory,
the periodic table, unclear fusion and probably the Higgs
boson.5 I hope that this short article serves to bring him some
of the recognition that his work has hitherto been denied. It is
appropriate to end with Jalton’s own words:
Cuando Dios juega a las castañas
Las ardillas esconden sus nueces
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9. Notes and References
1 Not to be confused with “The boy who lived”.
2 Shortly before her death, his mother claimed that his father
was Satan. Records of the autos-da-fé, Toledo, 1745.
3 Jalton never apparently progressed to playing one of the
named characters, but in later life he reminisced about his
experiences “as a horse’s bum”.
4 M.F.M.I. de Robespierre, personal communication.
5 Actually, there is no evidence that Jalton anticipated the
Higgs boson, otherwise it would have been called Jalton’s
boson.
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